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July 22, 2015 

The Tom Kleinschnitz 30
th

 Adventure Bound Anniversary issue 

July 22, 1985 – Tom Says: 
“If you’re worried about drowning, why would you ask someone to throw you an anchor?”  

 

************************************ 

July 22, 2015 

It is expected that Adventure Bound’s 

CEO Thomas Kleinschnitz will make 

a major pay raise announcement on 

this historic evening.  The Utardian 

has learned through reliable sources 

that Adventure bound will more than 

triple its current pay scale for river 

guides to $500/day on the river and 

$250/day for warehouse and screwing 

around time.  

 

In addition Kleinschnitz will 

announce a new method for selecting 

Trip leaders (TL).  Beginning August 

1, 2015 TL’s will be selected through 

cage fighting.  Using this method all 

guides on a trip will be put in a cage 

with a male Eastern gorilla.  The last 

animal standing will be designated 

TL, and will also receive all gratuities 

from trip guests.      

 

****************************** 

July 22, 2012 

At a meeting of the Utah Guides and 

Outfitters Adventure Bound’s Tom 

Kleinschnitz explained how AB takes  

advantage of the local commercial  

vehicle weigh station at Loma on I70 

to save money by weighing in food  

 

portions for AB’s river trips.  Tom 

said:  We run through and record the 

weight of each vehicle, then drive 

them back to the yard and put a 

sample meal in it, go back and weigh 

it again.  If it comes within 

government parameters and the 

company profit protocol then we 

know our portions are just right.  

CDOT, Colorado’s transportation 

agency is considering giving Tom its  

prestigious leaning shovel award.  

But a spokesman said it is a little 

tiring and creates long lines at the 

scales, so there is a down side. 

 

 

July 22, 2010 

On this date Tom required AB 

Cataract Canyon guides to improve 

the North Wash take out by carrying 

15 – 80 pound bags of Portland 

cement in their boats to shore up the 

boat take out ramp.  Kleinschnitz said 

he got the idea by watching John 

Weisheit carry little bags of river sand 

down to the Glen Canyon Dam and 

dumping them over the edge in a 

symbolic gesture.   “Just like John, we 

leave the cement in the bag, that way 

it doesn’t just wash away.” 

 



****************************** 

July 22, 1995 

On this date several close associates 

reported that Mr. Kleinschnitz has a 

sort of affinity for power female 

figures named Ann.  A company 

record review indicated indeed, that 

Kleinschnitz had developed very 

close relationships with Dinosaur 

Monument’s Ann Excel and the 

director of Utah Guides and Outfitters 

Ann Payne.  

 

In a related story it is reported that the 

Utah Guides and Outfitters 

organization has banned Mr. 

Kleinschnitz from using microphones 

at all future silent auctions and 

banquets.  

****************************** 

30th Anniversary Awards 
 

Sexiest Employee: Leo 
Best driver: 

Best Ranger: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Best Customer: 

 
 
Biggest Tipper: 

 

 
 

Best Séance: 

 

 

BEST OWNER: 

 


